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Protecting Your People and Your Posterior
What are the Standards for Creating Your Campus Emergency Plan?
By Bo Mitchell, President—911 Consulting
CPP, CHCM, CHSP, CHS-V, CSHM, CFC, CIPS, CSSM, CSC, CAS, TFCT3, CERT, CMC
More than one-in-four U.S.residents are
■Training and exercises with local emerstudents, attending kindergarten through
gency response agencies.
college. Most of these 75.8 million children,
How Can You Comply When
teenagers and adults—not counting faculty
There Are No Consistent Standards?
and staff members- are on campuses with
There is no federal statute, regulation or
written emergency plans.
standard requiring K- 16 campuses to create emergency response plans. Nor are
Yet many plans expose them and their
campuses to risk. According to the Govern- there any state standards required of public
ment Accountability Office’s 2007 report to or private K-16 campuses. Thankfully, 32
states require emergency plans for their
Congress:
public schools.
■ 62 percent of public school districts lack
The U.S. Department of Education, Dethe equipment and expertise for emergenpartment of Homeland Security and Federcy planning.
al Emergency Management Agency have
■Only 44 percent have procedures for eduissued guidelines for campus emergency
cating students about their campus emerplanning. Yet all are different. All are gengency plans.
eral. None are all hazards.
■Only 29 percent of school districts report
So, if there are no statutes, regulations,
that they train their plans with their commustandards and consistent guidelines, you
nity partners; 38 percent assess Lessons
can write a campus emergency plan withLearned after a drill or incident.
out worrying about compliance issues,
■Rural school districts are less prepared
right?
than urban districts.
Wrong!
In addition, a 2005 national survey of
Three Avenues of Compliance
school-based police officers for K-16 camYou Can’t Ignore
puses found that 74 percent reported
1. OSHA is not a town in Wisconsin. OSHA
their campuses are inadequately prepared.
regulations for written Emergency Action
The survey also uncovered:
Plans, Fire Prevention Plans, First Aid,
■92 percent of campuses are “soft targets” Hazard Communication Plans, and Lab
for terrorists
Standard Plans apply to almost every
campus in the U.S. In addition, Confined
■66 percent of emergency plans are not
Space, Fall Protection and HAZWOPER—
exercised regularly
all requiring emergency response planning,
■55 percent of campus personnel do not
training and drills— apply to a large numtrain for emergency response
ber of campuses.
Our firm’s experience with public and priYet almost all campus emergency plans
vate campuses supports these facts.
are aimed at students and ignore employWhile well intentioned, the campus emerees thereby violating federal law. How do
gency plans we see are typically thin reyou think that will play with grieving family
garding:
members, trustees and jurors when an
■All-hazards response
emergency strikes?
■Establishing a command and control
2. NFPA 1600 (National Fire Protection
structure
Association) is identified by Congress as
■Establishing of chains of command
the national standard for creating, training
■Outlining internal communications
and exercising all hazards emergency re■Specifying external communications
sponse plans. NFPA 1600 is a robust and
■Inter-operability of communications
■Training, exercises and drills on campus, comprehensive standard for the continuum
from Emergency Response to Disaster
and

Recovery to Continuity of Operations. It is
a “should” and not a “shall.” More about
this in a minute.
3. Juries are the ultimate standard. I’ve
served as an expert consultant for both
plaintiff and defendant in front-page lawsuits where people were killed by fires. The
issues include failure to plan and failure to
train.
When you’re the defendant, your planning and training will be scrutinized in your
deposition and trial testimony. You may
never get to trial because your attorneys
will advise a settlement. They’ll say, “We
can’t let you testify that you didn’t plan or
train to the all hazards standard and federal law because it wasn’t in the budget or
it took teachers away from classrooms.
Jurors believe you’re mandated to keep
children and employees safe.”
So, while NFPA 1600 is a “should,” in the
hands of litigators facing a jury, it’s really a
“shall.” Add OSHA regulations and you
have a formidable set of compliance issues
that you must meet to survive the legal
crisis that follows an emergency.
Conclusion
Emergency planning for 75.8 million students and corresponding faculty and personnel is a huge undertaking. Given today’s threats, our campuses are not prepared. While there are no campus-specific
federal laws, regulations or standards,
campus emergency planners must pay
strict attention to OSHA regulations and
NFPA 1600. Ultimately, a jury will be the
defining standard against which you and
your campus will be held.
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